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Chapter 2991 

2991 A thorough investigation (4) 

After that, Hunter, whose legs were not as nimble as the bodyguard, was next. 

So when Hunter rushed out, he was caught in a sea of fire. 

the bodyguards in the other cars came back to their senses and quickly took out a fire extinguisher to 

spray hunter. 

Hunter rolled around on the ground in pain. After the fire was put out, the bodyguards saw that his face 

was badly burned and quickly sent him to the hospital. 

this was definitely not damage that could be caused by ordinary flames. 

After they arrived at the hospital, the doctors immediately started to resuscitate their Chairman. 

Hunter’s life was saved, but he was told that Hunter’s body was severely burned. His body was slightly 

better, but his face was the worst. 

at first, everyone thought that hunter’s face was burnt by an ordinary fire. his face was a little dark. 

however, when the operation was about to start, the doctor cleaned hunter’s unconscious body. the 

ryan family members were shocked to find that hunter’s face was burned and uneven. in some places, 

the bones were even visible. 

Many doctors had never seen burns of this degree. 

“Didn’t you say that Mr. Lane was only burned by the fire for 20 seconds? How did you become like this 

in 20 seconds?” 

Hunter’s wife was the first to arrive. Seeing her husband burned to such a ghostly state, she was simply 

unable to contain her anger. 

“Madam, we don’t know why it became like this. when sir sat in the car, no one smelled anything 

strange. but when the car started, the entire inner room suddenly exploded. in less than half a second, 

the car was covered in fire. 

We also rescued him at the first moment, but we don’t know why he was burned like this!” 

Hunter’s wife’s face darkened and she shouted at the doctor, ” “Investigate, investigate! What could 

have caused Sir to be in this state?” 

“It’s Madam! we’re already investigating, but we still need some time.” 

Not long after, Hunter’s children, as well as the second, third, and fourth branch families, as well as the 

elders of the family, all arrived. 
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Hunter was the head of the Ryan family. As long as it didn’t go against the fundamental interests of the 

family, the elders wouldn’t forbid him to have other women outside. in short, the ryan family’s future 

command would be given to the most outstanding child of hunter. 

so hunter had four mistresses. 

In order to inherit the Ryan family, these women were all fighting to have children for Hunter. Hunter 

had eight sons and four daughters. 

Out of these eight sons, only one or two with mediocre qualifications withdrew from the competition, 

while the other six fought to the death. 

In addition, the sons and grandsons of the elders had their own sides. So although the Ryan family had a 

strong foundation and showed a bright side on the outside, the internal struggle had long been white 

hot. 

Hunter’s surgery was not even finished yet, and the crowd of women and children outside had already 

caused a deafening commotion in the waiting area. 

At the moment, Hunter’s favorite was the eldest son of the second branch. however, the power of the 

laine family’s matriarch was given to the first branch. The bodyguards protecting Hunter this time were 

all recommended by the third branch. The fourth household was currently the most favored, and they 

were also the most unscrupulous when dealing with things outside, often offending many people. 

Therefore, everyone was blaming each other for their reasons and almost started fighting. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2992 

2992 A pot falls from the sky (5) 

Just as the argument was getting heated, the group’s Special Assistant suddenly called the clan elders. 

“Great elder, something’s wrong. Someone wants to mess with our company. Just now, almost all the 

news was broadcasting the matter of our LN group embezzling our workers and employees ‘companies 

at the same time. now, after many employees and their families saw the news, they went to the group’s 

company and major factories to make a scene. some people even started to destroy the factories and 

asked for an explanation from the group.” 

The Grand Elder scoffed,”who did it?” Did they have any evidence? they didn’t even have any evidence, 

and yet they still reported the news. were they trying to get sued? find out who’s behind this 

immediately and go through the legal process.” 

“Grand Elder, no need to investigate. it was the doing of NS group. Because all the news was released by 

the media under the NS group. Also, they have the original contract and the actual salary. that was why 

all the workers had gone on strike and were causing trouble. They want us to compensate them with 

five times the price.” 

“What?” The Grand Elder stood up from his chair. He realized the severity of the situation, but he also 

said angrily, ” “Feng Ji Mian is too much! just because of a word from the master, she caused us to lose 
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such a big project on the west coast. what does she want now? You can’t possibly let the entire LN 

group die with you just because of a word from the head of the family, right?” 

not only that, ” the special Assistant continued, ” the NS group also sent people to our company’s 

restaurant to film our company embezzling employees ‘food and using expired and moldy beef to 

marinate and cook. The fact that there were dead dirty rats in the kitchen was also exposed. 

Immediately after that, E. Coli was found in some of the employees. now that all the employees have 

gone to the hospital for a checkup, the company is almost an empty shell.” 

“When did we embezzle the employees” food?” The Grand Elder was furious. 

“grand elder, the company definitely won’t do this. after all, if something happens to the employees, we 

won’t be able to escape responsibility. However, the people in charge of the restaurant were all 

arranged by the senior executives. The Company Group also handled these things in a balanced way, so 

they let the senior executives introduce people to the cafeteria. I didn’t expect this to happen.” 

“Immediately arrest the relevant personnel and investigate according to the law. Eliminate the impact 

and compensate the employees. Find the person in charge to take the blame. Whoever did it, take the 

blame. This matter will not be tolerated.” 

“yes.” The special Assistant responded and continued,”there’s still Yingluo.” 

“There’s more? What else was there? Can’t you just say it all at once?” 

“Yes!” the special assistant took a deep breath and said,”The roads, bridges, and real estate that the LN 

group was responsible for were all exposed to have quality problems. Not only did they find our 

Material manufacturer, but they also exposed the yin-yang contract. the general office of congress just 

called us. the family head will be going to the judicial court for an investigation tomorrow.” 

In an instant, the Grand Elder felt as if all the energy in his body had been sucked out. 

“why? why is NS group targeting us? Why was that woman Feng Ji Mian so cruel? The head of the family 

only said a few words to her at the meeting. Wasn’t it enough to make us lose a few billion? Why did she 

still want to kill him? This woman is too much!” 

suddenly, he thought of hunter’s burns. he asked the first lady, ” let me ask you, after Feng jimian 

punished the Lai en family, did the head of the family do something behind our backs? ” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2993 

2993 Arrogant (1) 

apart from the head of the family, the head of the family had the most say and was also the second-

largest shareholder of the LN group. 

Hunter wasn’t the only one who had the final say in the LN group. The decision was made through the 

family elders ‘meeting, which was also the shareholders’ meeting. 
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After the incident, the Grand Elder had joined forces with the other elders who had more shares in the 

family to make Hunter suffer. hunter would bear 80% of the loss, and the elders would bear the 

remaining 20%. 

hunter was initially unwilling to do so, but the grand elder had brought all the elders into the limelight. 

after more than a decade of clashing with the NS group, everyone knew that feng ji mian was not 

someone to be trifled with. 

Judging from her usual attitude towards her enemies, although Ryan family did suffer a big loss in this 

matter, at least after she vented her anger, the two families could still live in peace and continue to 

cooperate. 

however, if they didn’t accept their punishment, that woman feng ji mian had a lot of tricks up her 

sleeve. 

Therefore, the Grand Elder and the Vice President had the same thought: admit defeat. 

hunter was the one who started this, so he had to take 80% of the responsibility. However, this loss was 

too great, so the clan helped bear 20%. It was reasonable. 

However, Hunter couldn’t accept the decision of the shareholders, especially after knowing that he had 

to bear the 80% loss. He wanted to kill Feng Ji Mian. 

The Grand Elder looked at Lady Wang with a sharp gaze. 

Lady Wang had been through a lot, so she was expressionless. She said angrily to the Grand Elder, ” 

“How is that possible? Sir’s intestines were about to turn green with regret, so how could he do anything 

to that woman? he only said one sentence and caused us to suffer such a huge loss. you even jointly 

warned him and prepared to dismiss him as the chairman. if he does something again, will there still be 

a place for us in the ryan family?” 

Although this matter was the third household’s idea, but this was not the time to push the blame. The 

most important thing was to keep Hunter’s position as the chairman. 

“he didn’t do anything to feng jimian, so why did she do something to the leon family? Why did they 

attack him? madam, you’d better tell us the truth, or else you won’t be able to answer to the family.” 

“What truth? how would i know the truth? That Feng Ji Mian is arrogant and domineering. We’ve 

already backed down to this extent, but she still won’t give up. Grand Elder, our Lai en clan has already 

been slapped in the face by that woman, Feng Ji Mian, and we’re not backing down. Are we still going to 

let her bully us like this? grand elder, i think the best way to deal with this is to fight to the death with 

feng ji mian. We must let her know that our Ryan family is not made of mud!” 

The Grand Elder sneered,”a life and death struggle?” do you know what it means to fight to the death? 

Do you think the Ryan family is the Neuss family’s opponent?” 

Lady Wang was rendered speechless by the Grand elder’s words. 

“yo, it’s quite lively here!” 



suddenly, a melodious female voice came from the end of the corridor. everyone turned their heads and 

saw that the noisy corridor had suddenly become extremely strange and quiet. 

da da da da. the sound of high heels stepping on the marble floor was crisp and harsh, knocking heavily 

on everyone’s heart. 

Lady Wang looked at Feng Ji Mian, who was about the same age as her, but much more beautiful. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2994 

2994 I’ve even hired a lawyer 2 

She looked like a young and mature woman in her early 30s. When she slowly walked towards them, the 

anger in her heart instantly burst out. 

“feng jimian, you did this, didn’t you? Why are you so vicious? Our family’s master just said a few words 

to you in the Congress and you want our Ryan family to face a loss of billions. now, not only did she 

cause my husband to be seriously injured, but she also ordered the NS group to attack our LN group. 

Why are you so black-hearted?” 

Feng jimian sneered,”Madam Lai en’s words are really funny.” Mr. Lane made things difficult for me in 

the Congress and embarrassed me. If I don’t punish him, should I punish myself? How old was Mr. Lane? 

since he can’t control his mouth, then i’ll help him. he can’t just laugh it off after he did something 

wrong and hurt others, right? Isn’t it good to teach him a lesson and make him understand the principle 

of being a human?” 

“Then you’ve already taught us a lesson. Why do you still want to hurt him like this? why do you still 

want to go after the LN group?” Lady Wang asked in anger. 

Feng Ji Mian looked at Lady Wang in surprise. why? does Mrs. Ryan think I’m the one who caused Mr. 

Ryan to be like this? ” 

“Feng jimian, don’t be so hypocritical. Who else could it be if not you? other than you and nangong 

nuannuan, who else in the whole of sibo country would have the guts and capability to do this?” 

Not to mention Feng jimian, even Chi zeyao, who stood next to her without much presence, frowned 

when he heard the words ‘Nangong Nuannuan’. 

what did this have to do with their nuannuan? he really got shot even while lying down. 

“Mrs. Ryan, you have to be responsible for what you say. You said I did it, but do you have any 

evidence? if there’s no evidence, yingluo ” 

Feng jimian snapped her fingers in a cool manner, and two burly men who looked like bodyguards 

walked over. 

Lady Wang thought they were going to use force and took two steps back in fear. 

Mrs. Lai en slandered me just now, ” Feng jimian said. draft an accusation letter and send it to court 

tomorrow. 
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“yes.” 

It turned out that he was not a bodyguard but a lawyer. 

The two of them nodded and retreated. 

When Lady Wang saw that Feng jimian, that b * tch, had brought a lawyer, she was so angry that she felt 

unwell. 

They would say that she was slandering her and then compensate her. 

“You’d better leave,” 

The Grand Elder couldn’t stand it anymore. 

They were both women, but Lady Wang was like a newborn quail in front of Feng jimian, not even 

enough to be stepped on. 

Lady Wang knew that she couldn’t last long against a woman like Feng jimian. Now that Feng jimian was 

determined to go against the Leon family, there was no need for her to stand in the way. The Grand 

Elder would definitely come to an agreement with her. 

Chairman Feng, Mr. Lai en was harmed by someone today. He has burns all over his body and he’s still 

being treated in the operating room. Our first Madam is in a bad mood and she may have offended you. 

Please don’t take it to heart. The Grand Elder nodded slightly at Feng Ji Mian to show his friendliness. 

Feng Ji Mian was extremely arrogant, not giving the Grand Elder any face. He sneered,”you’re already so 

old, yet you can’t even control your mood and still want to mess around with others. Haven’t you always 

heard that Mr. Hunter is a promiscuous man?” Why don’t you want to dump this kind of woman?” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2995 

2995 Pits everywhere (3) 

Lady Wang’s face turned extremely ugly. Her children were also so angry that they wanted to rush up 

and argue with Feng Ji Mian, but they were stopped by the other elders. 

“What are you doing? All of you, back down!” 

“If any of you dare to act rashly, you’ll have to bear the consequences.” 

“Feng jimian’s methods are vicious, and she’s full of holes. Didn’t you see your mother fall into one as 

soon as she came up? All of you added together can’t even be compared to one of his hands.” 

The clan elders held back the young masters and young mistresses, their words also showing no mercy. 

he thought his voice was soft, but feng ji mian heard him. 

“Chairman Feng, I just received a call from the group’s Special Assistant. He said that NS group doesn’t 

like our LN group, so they did something to them. i know that the master of the lai en family said 

something he shouldn’t have to chairman feng in the congress, causing our big project on the west coast 

to be delayed. it’s master ryan’s fault for taking revenge on chairman feng. the ryan family has ordered 
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this punishment. However, this matter is just a matter of a few words. We have already used billions as 

compensation, is it still not enough? Or does Chairman Feng think that we have to compensate him with 

all our assets? Chairman Feng, since you’re here today, what do you need the Ryan family to do? just tell 

us. As long as it’s something that can be compensated, we’ll do our best.” 

Feng jimian smiled,”you’re too kind, Grand Elder.” i’ve already gotten over some of the things that 

happened with patriarch ryan. I’ve always been a person who rewards and punishes clearly, as well as 

favors and grudges. There are no eternal friends and no eternal enemies in this world. So as long as Ryan 

family acknowledges this matter, it will be over for me. ” 

then why did you treat master Ryan like this and even destroy the LN group? ” 

“grand elder, you don’t think that i’m the one who caused master ryan’s hospitalization, do you? or 

yingluo, do you think i’m the one behind this?” 

The Grand Elder looked at Feng Ji Mian’s appearance and was a little angry. 

Chairman Feng, to put it bluntly, other than you, Feng jimian, who else in this world would dare to lay 

their hands on LN? ” 

“Why can’t there be anyone else other than me?” Feng Ji Mian asked in return. 

The Grand Elder laughed coldly,”is there anyone in this world more powerful than Chairman Feng?” 

Although our Ryan family can’t be compared to the Nesi family, we are still the world’s second largest 

super group. There are almost no people who have the courage to mess with our Ryan family.” 

“Does the Grand Elder mean that no one dares to mess with the nice family? no one dares to mess with 

me? After all, my nice family is the number one family in the world!” 

The Grand Elder placed his hands behind his back and turned his eyes to the side, completely ignoring 

this question. 

Who would be crazy enough to find an unpleasant way to provoke Feng Ji Mian? 

“It seems that the Grand Elder really thinks so. “aiyaya!” feng ji mian sighed. 

“Actually, I came to the hospital today to visit Mr. Lane. I heard that he was attacked. I was curious and 

wanted to ask him if he knew who injured him. I was also attacked an hour before Mr. Ryan was 

attacked.” 

The Grand elder’s pupils suddenly shrank as he looked at Feng Ji Mian in shock. After confirming that 

she wasn’t lying, he clenched his fists in anger. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2996 

2996 Cheating (4) 

Feng Ji Mian saw the shock in the Grand elder’s eyes and understood that this matter had nothing to do 

with him. She smiled,”it can be seen that there are still many blind things in this world that like to hit a 

stone with an egg. it’s not like i won’t be attacked just because my family is powerful. Whether he would 
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be attacked or not didn’t actually have the same level of strength as him. After all, there are always 

some idiots who think they’re quite powerful and like to cause trouble.” 

while they were talking. feng ji mian’s eyes swept over the eldest madam. 

lady wang’s eyes were filled with poison. 

She made them lose so much money, burned Hunter to such a state, messed with the LN group, and 

even called them idiots. 

The point was, if she said so, how could the Grand Elder, who was so smart, not know that Hunter was 

the one behind this? 

However, Hunter was still lying in the resuscitation room, and there was no way for him to make any 

further plans. If the Grand Elder wanted to do something, they would be finished. 

“Chairman Feng, what do you mean by that? Why do I feel like you’re saying that the Ryan family is 

dissatisfied with your punishment, so they’re going to attack you? And you think the person who 

attacked you is the Ryan family?” 

The third wife was about to die of anger. 

This was because her son was Hunter’s most important son. Hunter was currently taking care of him, 

and her son was in charge of a few important matters. 

the ryan family was made up of capable people, and she had laid the foundation for her son to inherit 

the family business in the future, and she had hooked up with several elders. 

Seeing that things were going in a good direction every day, those brothers who had slandered her son 

didn’t manage to do anything to her son, who had all sorts of tricks up his sleeve. Instead, they almost 

got themselves into trouble. 

In the end, a woman like Feng Ji Mian suddenly appeared. 

She knew that if she couldn’t even protect Hunter, her son would have nothing to worry about. The 

Grand Elder would definitely take this opportunity to take one more step forward, and use this 

opportunity to work with the others in the clan to kick Hunter out of his position as the chairman. 

That was why he couldn’t help but stand up and confront Feng Ji Mian. 

Feng Ji Mian looked at this person who was so anxious that his eyes were about to burn, and smiled.”i 

didn’t say that! I’m a person who always demands evidence. I won’t say anything without evidence.” 

Then, he glanced at Lady Wang. 

After all, the First Lady had to accept the Flyers from the nice family after coming down because of her 

nonsense. 

lady wang’s face turned red with anger. 

the third wife’s face turned purple from anger. 



you wouldn’t talk nonsense without evidence. of course you wouldn’t talk nonsense. you’ve already 

started to operate recklessly. It had only been a short time since the assassination. Not only had he hurt 

their master, but he had also caused so much trouble for the Ryan family. 

This was a million times more vicious than saying it out loud, alright? 

“although you don’t talk nonsense, you can do it. Is this the reason why our master was injured and the 

Ryan family was slandered?” Lady Wang thought that since she was going to be sued anyway, she might 

as well fight for it. “chairman feng, hunter’s words are a bit harsh, but he has no ill intentions,” she said. 

After what happened last time, our family held a shareholders ‘meeting and we acknowledge your 

punishment. If you don’t believe me, I can show you the shareholders “meeting minutes!” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2997 

2997 Tight protection (5) 

After that, Lady Wang immediately ordered the people around her to show her the minutes of the 

meeting. 

“chairman feng, i think there must be a misunderstanding somewhere. Hunter is still undergoing surgery 

due to severe burns. I’ll tell him about this when he wakes up and let him explain the situation to you 

personally. Is that okay?” 

Lady Wang knew that they had to protect Hunter no matter what. 

As long as Hunter could survive and continue to be the head of the family, anything was possible. If 

Hunter were to stop here, the women and children of the fourth branch would be finished. 

“That’s right, Chairman Feng,” the third branch quickly said,”I also think there must be some 

misunderstanding.” When our master wakes up, he’ll definitely explain the situation to you personally. 

We really didn’t do anything. I think this matter needs to be investigated in-depth. Whoever dared to lay 

a hand on you, Chairman Feng, must be someone who has a grudge against our families.” 

All the ladies were looking at Feng Ji Mian expectantly, praying that she wouldn’t hit her when she was 

down. 

Otherwise, the fourth branch would really be done for. 

Even if they had a place in the Ryan family and their children were being trained, it was only a place. 

Although their children had some forces, they were not yet fully grown. If something were to happen 

now, they were no match for the Grand Elder. 

So, the women of the fourth branch all turned their eyes to Feng Ji Mian. he hoped that she would be a 

good person. 

but was feng ji mian the kind of person who would still think for others even after being slapped in the 

face? 

If that was the case, then there would be no NS group in the world. 
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If he was, she wouldn’t have personally snatched his father’s family and become the boss herself. 

it was obvious that feng jimian was the kind of person who would take revenge and pay back double. 

Under the expectant gaze of the woman from the fourth branch, she smiled slightly. “I don’t want you 

guys to think, I want me to think.” 

After saying this, Feng Ji Mian looked at the Grand Elder and smiled as the women of the fourth branch 

turned pale. 

“i heard that patriarch ryan was also attacked, so i rushed over to see how sad patriarch ryan was. at the 

same time, i wanted to ask the grand elder who had actually injured patriarch ryan. Perhaps we have 

the same enemy.” 

the grand elder already understood feng ji mian’s meaning and nodded in thanks. ” “Thank you, 

Chairman Feng, for coming to the hospital personally to show concern for our master. However, the 

head of the family was still undergoing surgery, and the specific situation would only be known after the 

surgery was over. The Ryan family will definitely investigate this matter thoroughly. It doesn’t matter if 

it’s the same person who did this to Chairman Feng or the head of the family. I’ll give Chairman Feng a 

reply later.” 

“If that’s the case, then I wish Mr. Hunter a speedy recovery,” Feng jimian smiled. 

“Thank you, Chairman Feng.” 

Seeing that Feng Ji Mian was about to leave, the group of elders immediately followed the Grand Elder 

to send her off. No one actually paid attention to the fourth mistress and their children who were left on 

the side. 

however, there were other people here, and the group of people did not dare to discuss what to do at 

this time. 

Only Lady Wang thought of what might happen. She immediately ordered the bodyguards to send more 

people to monitor and protect the hospital. No one was allowed to get close to Hunter without her 

permission. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2998 

2998 appearance (1) 

The members of the family had received the news of the terrifying explosion on the West Coast and the 

death of all the followers of the master of the nice family. 

Everyone also knew that their family head had encountered a violent attack today. 

When they saw on the news that the roads within a few kilometers had all been blown up, and there 

were even a few wreckages of modified military helicopters, everyone broke out in a cold sweat for the 

family head and was shocked by the horror of the scene. 
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The Butler immediately called Feng Ji Mian. After confirming that she was fine, he told everyone that the 

head of the family was safe. Everyone had different feelings as they watched the development of this 

matter. 

The people of the nice family were well aware of their patriarch’s character. 

As long as she was not dead, no one related to this matter could expect to have a good end. Even if they 

were to live, it would be an ignoble existence. 

Therefore, after knowing that the clan head had been attacked, everyone rushed back to the clan at 

their fastest speed. 

It was unknown how many people were worried and how many were panicking and afraid. 

in short, everyone quickly found out from various channels that although the people the family head 

brought with him were all dead, the family head was safe and sound. 

after being once again amazed by the master’s ability and the body of a koi fish that had survived a 

disaster, most people’s respect and fear for her reached a new level. 

Because in the process, they had already found out how dangerous the situation was through various 

channels. While he was surprised that the family head could still escape, he also made up his mind that 

he would be honest and do his job in the future. 

It was better if they didn’t touch a woman who couldn’t be killed by such a person in the future. 

Everyone returned to the nice family as quickly as possible by car or private plane. However, when they 

rushed back, they were told that the family head had not returned. 

as a result, they all kept quiet out of fear as they waited in the meeting hall of the nice family. 

the nice family was very large, almost occupying the entire mountain. The patriarch, Feng Ji Mian, lived 

and worked in the most secretive place on the mountain. 

This place was easy to defend and hard to attack, and it was also very easy to hide. Therefore, most 

assassins wouldn’t be stupid enough to come here to kill. 

the meeting hall was located at the foot of the mountain and was divided into more than a dozen large 

and small halls. The big ones could hold a few hundred people, while the small ones could only hold ten 

people. 

however, every meeting hall was decorated luxuriously and stylishly. In short, those who were able to 

enter the nice family could only sigh: No wonder they were the world’s number one super-rich family. 

but at this moment, in the various meeting halls, everyone was huddled in their own groups. although 

they were not as silent as cicadas in winter, no one spoke. 

everyone waited from the afternoon to the evening before they saw a red tourist helicopter slowly 

landing on the tarmac. The helicopter landed in Feng Ji Mian’s designated parking spot. 

when the helicopter slowly landed, everyone stood up. 



Members of all levels and the senior executives of NS group walked toward the tarmac. 

Soon, Chi zeyao got off the plane. 

However, he had already changed to a new one. 

After getting off the plane, Chi zeyao turned around and reached out his hand. Feng Ji Mian placed her 

hand on Chi zeyao’s hand. 

When everyone saw this scene, they were stunned. 

Because over the years, countless men had pursued Feng Ji Mian, but whether it was these suitors or 

her bodyguards, none of them could get close to her. 
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Chapter 2999 

2999 the master is in love (2) 

Even if they were bodyguards, Feng Ji Mian would never touch their hands. 

After all, Feng Ji Mian was an extremely skilled woman. She might even be stronger than her 

bodyguards, so her bodyguards were just a gimmick for her to travel around, a display of her identity, an 

accessory to confuse her opponents and enemies. 

But this man, he actually managed to hold Feng Ji Mian’s hand. 

The moment everyone saw Feng Ji Mian’s hand being held and pulled out of the plane, they stared at 

Chi zeyao with red eyes. 

They were envious of the red. 

Especially the higher-ups of NS group, they couldn’t hide the anger in their eyes. 

although chi zeyao let go of feng ji mian’s hand and walked half a step behind her after they got off the 

plane, he could still feel countless hostile gazes on him. 

The Butler’s eyes narrowed the moment he saw Chi zeyao. 

If one were to ask who Feng Ji Mian had the best relationship with and trusted the most over the years, 

this person would undoubtedly be the housekeeper of the nice family. 

back then, he had followed feng ji mian from KE city to the nice family. he had accompanied her step by 

step as she took complete control of this huge family. 

So, the Butler was also a member of the team. 

not only that, he was also old King’s first assistant. 

even though the man he admired had been dead for so many years, not only had feng ji mian not 

forgotten him, he had never forgotten him either. 

For some reason, the moment the Butler saw this man, he felt a little awkward. 
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The once all-powerful King had returned. 

It was Yingluo. 

Him? 

“Jie, who is this man? he’s so ugly, how did he get to touch our master’s hand?” 

“jie, doesn’t the head of the house have a serious case of mysophobia?” 

“Jie, the head of the family is in love? where did this man come from?” 

housekeeper: 

He also wanted to know where this man had come from. 

After all, the master had never mentioned it to him. 

was he him? 

the steward paid attention to the elders and the people from the nice family who were questioning him 

and quickly went to welcome feng ji mian. 

behind him, the members of the nice family also quickly followed. 

“master.” jie stopped one meter in front of feng ji mian and gave her a 90-degree bow of respect, 

welcoming her back. 

Chi zeyao looked at this brother who had once fought alongside him, and he was deeply moved. 

Jie was even stronger than Feng Ji Mian, and he was her best assistant. It wasn’t an exaggeration to say 

that he was the second-in-command of the team. 

Back then, he had only ordered Jie to protect Feng Ji Mian’s safety. If anyone from the nice family dared 

to bully Feng Ji Mian, he would let them know the consequences. They could act first and report later. 

later on, he was rescued by his father from serious injuries and lost his memory. from then on, there 

was no longer old King in KE. 

many of KE’s people had betrayed him and joined feng kun. 

However, in order to establish a good image in front of Feng shengxuan, Feng Su had either dealt with or 

exiled these disloyal people. It was only then that the hearts of the people in KE gradually gathered 

around the new King. 

after his memory slowly recovered, he had investigated the people around feng ji mian and had found 

jie. 

To be honest, with Jay’s abilities, it was not impossible for him to establish his own mercenary group and 

become a top mercenary group. 
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3000 It’s him!(3) 

But he did not do so. He had always remembered his promise to him-to protect Feng Ji Mian. 

He even resigned from his position as the King of glory and stayed by Feng Ji Mian’s side as a full-time 

Butler. He worked there for 17 years. 

Sensing Chi zeyao’s gaze, Jie raised his head as well. 

The moment he raised his head, he saw the gratitude in the depths of Chi zeyao’s eyes. His heart was 

instantly filled with ecstasy and shock. 

It was him! 

There was no mistake! 

Jie would never forget The Little Friend who had saved him when he was at his weakest and most 

helpless. 

If it wasn’t for his redemption, he would have been sold to those perverted bosses as a sex slave. 

when the boy in a white suit, who looked like a god’s child, walked up to him with a large box of money 

and bought him, his life was his. 

However, not only did he never bully him, but he also brought him back to that Cool Base, taught him 

how to reach out, and made him a person who could stand at the top of the world and look down on the 

whole world. 

everything he had was given to him by the man in front of him. 

He had once made up his mind to follow him for the rest of his life and become his left and right arm. 

however, he had never thought that one day, he, who was as noble and outstanding as a god, would fall 

so suddenly. 

that was why he chose to follow the person he loved the most. 

He was unable to follow him, but being able to be by the side of the person he loved the most was also a 

happy thing for him. Otherwise, he felt that his future life would be meaningless. 

he didn’t understand why a person who had been dead for 17 years would suddenly return, but he knew 

that he was the same as feng ji mian. he had always missed him and waited for him. Even if he died, 

they were still waiting. 

And today, he had finally returned. 

Seeing the surprise in Jie’s eyes, Chi zeyao knew that Jie had recognized him. after all, he was not 

planning to hide anything from jie. 

Jie didn’t know what had happened to King. Although he had been a Butler for 17 years, he had never 

let his guard down. So he only took one look and immediately retracted his gaze, turning it to Feng Ji 

Mian. 

“Master, are you alright?” 



Feng Ji Mian could tell that he had recognized her, so she said in a good mood, ” “I’m fine. They’re just 

some clowns.” 

more than a dozen people were at the front of the group. they were the major shareholders of the nice 

family and the big shots of the NS group. 

No matter how impressive they were in every field in the world, they were all very careful in front of 

Feng Ji Mian. 

Seeing that Feng Ji Mian could still laugh so happily after being assassinated on such a large scale, and 

even say that the other party was just a clown, these people were all surprised. 

She was glad that she had never had the guts to do so. Those who were guilty would have been scared 

out of their wits at this moment. 

Feng Ji Mian looked at the people from the nice family, her face beaming. 

It wasn’t a Smiling Tiger, but she was in a very good mood today. 

“yo, everyone’s really here.” 

Everyone laughed awkwardly. Only the Butler said, ” “They heard that the head of the family was 

attacked and were very worried. That’s why those who could come rushed over as soon as possible.” 

Everyone agreed. 

that’s right. We were all frightened when we heard that the family head was attacked. 


